


























The “Lonely” Impression in Erh Hu Tunes: The Inﬂ uence of Vibrato 
and Tempo
　　This study investigated the influence of vibrato and tempo 
on the “lonely” impression in Erh Hu tunes. Two factors were 
manipulated: the vibrato factor（adequate vibrato / no vibrato）and 
the tempo factor（fast / slow）．Listeners were asked to estimate 
their impression of several tunes. The results were that the “lonely” 
impression was estimated highly when the tempo of the tunes was 
slow. But even if the tempo was fast, the “lonely” impression was 
highly estimated when the tunes were given adequate vibrato. These 
results may suggest that the listeners in this experiment didn’t have 
enough knowledge about Erh Hu tunes. It is important to investigate 

















尺度（Aﬀ ective Value Scale of Music；以下
AVSM）を作成した。その結果，楽曲に対
キーワード：ビブラート，テンポ，二胡楽曲，悲愴感，西洋調性スキーマ
Key words：Vibrato, Tempo, Erh Hu Tunes, Lonely Impression, Western Tonal Music Schema
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楽曲名 出自 調 速い条件 遅い条件
五更調 東北民謡 Ｇ 56秒 ２分５秒
採花 四川民謡 Ｆ 35秒 １分20秒
草原情歌 青海民謡 Ｆ 20秒 45秒
太胡船 江南民謡 Ｇ 30秒 １分９秒
摘椒 江蘇民謡 Ｄ 26秒 59秒





















































情緒 感動的な ロマンティックな 泣ける
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